This paper discusses the efficient extraction of eigenfrequencies in twodimensional acoustic cavities using higher order finite elements, called "Coons-patch macroelements". The acoustic pressure is approximated within the entire domain using the bivariate transfinite (Coons-Gordon) interpolation formula. Basically, the proposed macroelements constitute a generalization of the well-known Serendipity and Lagrangian type elements. The paper investigates the performance of the proposed methodology in several examples and definitely correlates the necessity of using internal nodes or domain decomposition with the percentage of open boundaries over the entire boundary as well as their relative position. It was found that for simple shapes, the entire acoustic cavity can be considered as a single quadrilateral patch, i.e. as one Coons-patch macroelement, while for complex shapes the cavity should be divided into a small number of subregions.
INTRODUCTION
In systems of a great complexity, a frequency determination from the differential equation often becomes so complicated as to be practically impossible [1] . Historically, it was first Rayleigh who proposed a generalized energy method based on a shape assumed for the lowest natural frequency and achieved to determine it [2] . Later, Ritz generalized this procedure to more than one parameter. Ritz method of finding natural frequencies is very accurate but requires rather elaborate calculations [1,p.146] . The major drawback to the Rayleigh-Ritz method is the difficulty in constructing a set of admissible functions, particularly for a built-up structure. This difficulty can be overcome by using the finite element method [3] , which provides an automatic means of constructing such functions.
Therefore, the finite element version of the Galerkin-Ritz method [3] became one of the most significant developments in engineering analysis. Flexibility in treating the region geometry, boundary conditions and material properties has led to the development of generalized computer codes and procedures [4] [5] [6] . However, it has been early recognized that these small-size (conventional) finite element methods often require more degrees of freedom for a specified accuracy than might a classical Ritz procedure, thus causing a considerable delay in design problems that require repeated eigenvalue computations during iterations [7] . Since computational effort increases approximately as the order cubed, a lot of attempts have been made to reduce the number of degrees of freedom (system order). If care is taken in using some of these methods then the accuracy within the frequency range of interest will be greatly affected. Between these methods, it is worth-mentioning the use of symmetry, finite strip analysis [8] , reduction of the degrees of freedom directly by retaining 'masters' DOF [9, 10] , the use of sub-structures [11] , and higher order p methods [12, 13] , among others.
Concerning alternative computational techniques, boundary element methods have been proposed and attracted the interest even of FEM developers [14] ; a recent review can be found in [15] . Also, mesh-less and mesh-free methods [16] [17] [18] were developed, among others. This paper follows a different path. Similar to Ritz method [19] , a global interpolation is used instead of small-size elements. The difference and novelty lies on the fact that here, instead of the well-known arbitrary monomials or/and Fourier series, the use of bivariate Coons-Gordon approximation of the acoustic pressure within the entire cavity is adopted. In the framework of computational acoustics, this procedure has been previously applied in one only example of closed rectangular acoustic cavity eigenvalue analysis using Coons' interpolation referring to boundary discretization only, and in conjunction with cubic B-splines interpolation along each of the four sides of Coons-patch [20] . These large finite elements have been called 'Coons-patch macroelements'. In contrast, in the present work the numerical experiments refer to two additional univariate formulations (piecewise-linear and Lagrange polynomials) with and without domain decomposition as well as with and without internal nodes. As not sufficient experience about the performance of the afore-mentioned Coonspatch macroelements in eigenfrequency extraction of plane acoustic cavities has been accumulated, it is the purpose of this paper to investigate their applicability in solving problems of more complex boundary conditions such as those including (i) a large portion of open boundary (a few unrestrained boundary degrees of freedom), and (ii) complex shape. The proposed methodology is applied to a great number of examples and it is also compared with conventional bilinear (4-node) finite elements with the same mesh density along the boundary.
DEVELOPMENT OF 2-D COONS-PATCH MACROELEMENTS
As details can be found elsewhere [20, 21] , only a brief description and the absolutely necessary information is presented below. In general, we assume that the entire acoustic cavity ABCD is mapped to a unit square ABCD, and this is primarily achieved by selecting four successive sides along its boundary, i.e. by choosing the corners A,B,C, and D, as shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 . A two-dimensional acoustic cavity in (a) the xy-Cartesian space (ABCD) is mapped into (b) a unit square ABCD in ξη-space, where the general Coonspatch macroelement discretization by using boundary nodes (white circles) and internal nodes (black circles) is schematically shown.
General expression of bivariate Coons-Gordon interpolation formula
Let us assume that the two-dimensional acoustic pressure p(ξ,η) in a unit square domain Ω=(ABCD), with ξ and η denoting normalized coordinates (0≤ξ,η≤1), is known at lines ξ=const. and η=const. These lines are (n ξ + 1) ξ-lines vertical to the ξ-axis at the points: [ξ] = [ξ 0 ,ξ 1 ,...,ξ nξ ], and (n η + 1) η-lines vertical to the η-axis at the points:
The general case is shown in Figure 1b . Then, the following acoustic pressures (degrees of freedom) are assumed to be known at locations:
Let us, further, define cardinal blending functions E i (ξ) for i=0,1,…, n ξ , E i (ξ m )=δ im (δ im =Kronecker's delta), with ξ ι , rsp.,ξ m , being elements of [ξ] . By analogy we define cardinal blending functions E j (η) for j=0,1,…,η n .
Based on the following unidirectional operators, A ξ (p) and A η (p), as well as on the two-dimensional operator A ξη (p): (2) the acoustic pressure, p(ξ,η), can be globally interpolated within the entire patch (cavity) as follows:
As it has been previously explained [21] , equation (3) constitutes the basis for the numerical construction of global shape functions, similar to those known in the usual finite element analysis. The aforementioned shape functions depend on the chosen univariate trial functions to interpolate the acoustic pressure along the above-mentioned ξ-and η-lines of the Coons patch [20, 21] .
2 Alternative CPM models Two-dimensional Coons-patch macroelements (CPM) can be applied using alternative univariate trial functions. Among them, the following three basic formulations will be studied:
Lagrange polynomials Moreover, in case of internal nodes, in this work the blending functions have been chosen as Lagrange polynomials while the boundary has been approximated using one of the three above-mentioned interpolations.
Remarks:
1) Equation (3) includes the well-known boundary-only formulation [20] , in which the degrees of freedom appear only along the boundary (ξ = 0,1 and η =0,1) of the acoustic cavity. Moreover, it can also include one node being everywhere within the cavity, as well as the general case of many internal nodes [21] . 2) It has been elsewhere [21] explained that the above-mentioned model CPM-3, which assumes univariate Lagrange polynomials along the four sides, leads to the well-known serendipity type finite elements. Also, model CPM-3 in conjunction with uniformly arranged internal nodes located at places determined by the uniformly discretized boundary, leads to the well-known Lagrange type finite elements. Within this context, Equation (3) generalizes the well-known Lagrange type finite elements, so as any number of nodes can be considered, being independent on number and position of boundary nodes. Thus any internal node leads to monomials out of Pascal triangle's legs with a surplus of two [21] . From a different point of view, the internal nodes contribute to get full polynomials and the overall Coons based formulation is somehow related to the well-known higher order pmethods [12, 22] .
ANALYSIS OF ACOUSTIC CAVITIES 3.1 Governing equations
The governing equation for the hyperbolic problem in a homogeneous isotropic acoustic medium that occupies the domain Ω is:
in Ω Open boundary:
Closed boundary:
where p denotes the acoustic pressure, as a function of x, y; also c is the sound velocity and v n is the normal particle velocity. The quantities p 0 and v 0 stand for the given values of acoustic pressure and particle velocity, respectively, but in the eigenvalue problem they can be both taken equal to zero (p 0 = v 0 = 0).
Numerical implementation
The usual Galerkin procedure [3] is applied to equation (4) in the xy-Cartesian space and it finally leads to the known matrix formulation of transient problem:
The eigenvalue problem is described by the well-known formulation ({f(t){ = {0}]):
where the 'mass', [M] , and 'stiffness', [K] , matrices are given in terms of the global shape functions by:
with ω denoting the cyclic frequency, and N k the global shape function associated with the k-th node. Based on the consistent mass matrix given by eq(9), the eigenvalues are calculated through any known FEM algorithm such as subspace iteration, Lanczos, QR, and so on. Details can be found elsewhere [20] [21] [22] .
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed procedure, a study was carried out on eight test problems using the proposed CPM approach (in its three alternative formulations shown in Section 2.2) and the conventional FEM technique (4-node bilinear elements). The computer code that was used in this work is the academic program FEAP that is cited in Reference [3] , properly
enriched by the sub-space iteration subroutine cited in Reference [23] . In all cases, the results have been normalized to the unit sound velocity (c = 1m/s), so as the calculated eigenvalues, ω 2 mn , numerically coincide with the second power of the eigen-wavenumbers, k 2 mn = (ω mn c) 2 . The first five examples refer to the simplest case of a rectangular cavity of dimensions 'a' in the x-direction and 'b' in the y-direction (a × b =2.5×1.1 m), as shown in Figure 2 . The characteristic of these examples is that they start from the fully closed boundary and progressively open its sides. The models consist of n x and n y uniform subdivisions along x-and y-axis, respectively. Thus, the boundary-only CPM formulation consists of n b = 2(n x + n y ) boundary nodes, while the corresponding FEM of (n x +1)(n y + 1) nodes from which the same number, n b , belongs to the boundary. 
Example 1. Rectangular cavity with fully closed boundary
In case of an entirely closed cavity with absolutely hard walls (∂p/∂n = 0), the exact wavenumbers and the corresponding eigenmodes are given by [2] : (10) In order to study the convergence quality, we have chosen a constant ratio of uniform subdivisions (longitudinal / transverse = 2), so as
, and 20×10 (n b =60). Especially for the FEM formulation, further calculations are also performed for n x =30, 40, 50, 60 and 100 longitudinal subdivisions, while a constant number of n y = 10 subdivisions has been considered in the transverse direction.
As can be noticed in Figure 3 , the boundary-only CPM solution (CPM-2: cubic B-splines, CPM-3: Lagrange polynomials) is far superior to FEM for the first four nonzero modes, even for coarse meshes. More specifically, CPM-3 is the overall best, as it converges faster and gives results of better quality than the CPM-2 model. It is noted that CPM-1 model (piecewise-linear) was not included in the three first graphs because it almost coincides with the FEM solution. In contrast, for the fourth graph that refers to the fourth nonzero eigenvalue and includes both components (fifth mode: m=1, n=1), the CPM-1 model appears a small deviation from the FEM solution (being slightly worse). A similar behaviour was observed for the sixth mode, the only difference being the higher values of CPM-1 with respect to the FEM solution within the range n x = [6, 14] while in the sequence they almost coincided. Major errors appeared for the seventh (m=2, n=1) and eighth (m=3, n=1) mode, which include both xand y-components, and are characterized by a more complex shape than that of the adequately smooth fifth mode (m=1, n=1).
In general, the CPM solution remains practically insensitive after n x × n y = 8×4, and particularly after 10×5 subdivisions. The superiority of the CPM approach is retained even for a large FEM model such as 100×10, as shown in Table 1 ; it can be there noticed that only the seventh and eighth eigenvalues appear a considerable error, which unfortunately cannot be handled by the boundary. Indeed, by retaining the n x × n y =10×5 boundary discretization (n b = 30) and enriching the model through 9×4 internal nodes (totally 66 nodes), the CPM solution becomes extraordinary (maximum error less than 0.003%, for the ninth mode). 
the exact wavenumbers and the corresponding eigenmodes are given by:
Similarly to Example 1, the CPM solution converges very fast so that it has essentially converged for the 8×4 model, while the 10×5 model slightly improves the obtained accuracy. The results shown in Table 2 depict that the boundary-only CPM formulation is less accurate than what happened in Example 1, but it is still sufficiently accurate for the two first modes and can be applied for practical engineering purposes. In contrast, when using uniformly distributed internal nodes, at ξ and η positions defined according to the boundary ones (for example, in the 10×5 model we use 9×4=36 internal nodes), the quality of the results becomes excellent. 
Example 3: Rectangular cavity with two closed (parallel) sides
When the rectangular cavity is subjected to the following boundary conditions: (13) and (14) then, the exact eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenmodes are given by: (15) In this case, boundary-only CPM formulation does not consider any longitudinal (along x-axis) nodes and therefore cannot approximate the corresponding modes. In more detail, as no longitudinal appears in the first mode (m=0, n=1), this is accurately calculated as shown in Table 3 . Also, the second mode has a rather small error because the transverse component is larger. In contrast, the third and fourth modes appear significant errors because of the two and three longitudinal periods, respectively, that cannot be encountered into the boundary-only CPM formulation. Finally, the full-interior based Lagrange type CPM formulation continues to lead to extraordinary results, which are much better than the 4-node FEM solution with the same number and location of nodes; obviously this happens due to the higher-order CPM formulation. 
In this case, unrestrained degrees of freedom exist in both directions. The results shown in Table 4 depict that the first eigenvalue is calculated with adequate accuracy while the second and third become worse. Nevertheless, once again the CPM based on uniformly distributed internal nodes leads to exceptionally accurate results. 
The analytical solution for this problem is (19) As can be noticed in Table 5 , the boundary-only CPM solution is acceptable only for the first eigenvalue (1% error) that is better than the FEM solution with the same boundary nodes (3.19%). Once again, the CPM with 9×4 internal nodes (Lagrangian type element) has an excellent behaviour. Due to the erroneous second calculated eigenvalue derived through the boundary-only CPM approach, this example offers the opportunity to test the possibility of using less internal nodes than those used in the conventional Lagrangian type finite element. The CPM Coons-Gordon formulation allows dealing with as many internal nodes as we desire, independently than the discretization of the boundary. Therefore, although the boundary is uniformly discretized into 10 and 5 segments (9 and 4 intermediate nodes) per direction, respectively, we test the case of 4 × 2 and 6 × 3 uniformly (equi-distantly) distributed internal nodes. A convergence analysis based on the boundary-only CPM method shows that convergence is achieved when the boundary is uniformly discretized into about n b = 36 segments. Also, FEM analysis was performed using 127 nodes (216 triangular elements) of which 36 belong to the boundary [24, p.202] . In this case, as shown in Table 6 , the first calculated eigenvalue appears a significant error (4.12%), which is higher than the corresponding FEM solution (3.03%). In contrast, using only one Lagrangian type element the accuracy becomes excellent. Similar excellent results were obtained using again one Lagrangian type element with 32, 28 and 24 boundary nodes that correspond to 81, 64, and 49 total nodes, respectively.
Finally, transfinite Coons macroelements were tested for the case of n b = 36 boundary nodes. In this case, three types of internal nodes were used: IP2×2 (4 internal nodes, totally 40 nodes), IP4×4 (16 internal nodes, totally 52 nodes) and IP6×6 (36 internal nodes, totally 72 nodes). In this case, the results progressively improve in accordance with the number of internal nodes.
Example 7: Annular enclosure with hard walls
The cavity is surrounded by two circles, an outer of radius R 1 =1.0 m, and an inner of radius R 2 =0.6 m, on which Neumann conditions are assumed (∂p/∂n = 0). The mode shape is given in terms of Bessel functions as [25,p.369] : (21) where 
ERROR OF CALCULATED EIGENVALUES (%)
Number of boundary nodes Table 6 . Example 6 (Circular cavity of unit radius with hard walls). The proposed Coons-patch macroelement (CPM) models are compared with the exact eigenvalues, ω 2 mn (s -2 ), and the conventional FEM models using n x × n y uniform subdivisions in the longitudinal and transverse directions, respectively. The CPM is based on Lagrange interpolation (model CPM-3).
Taking the derivative of equation (22), one can immediately verify that it becomes identically zero along the external boundary (r = R 1 ). Therefore, the exact wavenumbers were iteratively determined from the fulfilment of the closed boundary (Neumann) conditions at r = R 2 , i.e. the solution of the equation: (23) In order to introduce degrees of freedom in the radial direction, a diameter was considered so as the domain was divided into two equal macroelements as shown in Figure 4 . 
First, each half circumference (both internal and external) was discretized using eight subdivisions in the circumferential and four subdivisions in the radial direction, respectively, leading to totally 38 nodes. In Table 7 , the CPM solution is superior not only to the FEM solution with the same boundary mesh density (totally 80 nodes) but also to that by doubling the density (totally 288 nodes).
Second, for the CPM formulation the external boundary was uniformly discretized into 10 segments (instead of initial 8) and results presented in the fourth column of Table 7 depict that only the three highest eigenvalues improve. It is noted that CPM has no difficulty to deal with opposite sides with different numbers of subdivisions. In this case, there is no need for transmission elements as happens in the conventional FEM procedure.
Therefore, in this case, where the opposite sides of the patch are closed (freefree), no additional internal nodes were necessary (apart from those 6 along the aforementioned diameter).
Example 8: Muffler with hard walls
The cavity is entirely closed with ideal hard walls and consists of two different heights as shown on top of Figure 5 . Due to the lack of an analytical solution, a convergence FEM analysis has shown that the first eigenvalues remain almost invariable for a uniform mesh of element size 0.05×0.05 m. First, the proposed method is tested for element length 0.10 m (Fig.5a,b,d ). As shown in Table 8 , the boundary-only model (Figure 5a ) leads to worse results than the FEM solution ( Fig.5d) with the same mesh density. In the sequence, the muffler is divided into two non-convex rectangular areas (Figure 5b ) and the two relevant macroelements consist of piecewise-linear interpolation for the boundary, so as compatibility of acoustic pressure holds for the entire interface; it can be noticed in Table 8 that not significant improvement was achieved. Second, internal nodes were introduced in a coarser model (Fig.5c) ; in this case, the results shown in the last column of Table 8 show a better quality.
DISCUSSION
In all numerical tests of this paper, the boundary-only CPM formulation led to a fundamental eigenvalue with relevant error mostly less than 4% (equivalently, less than 2% error for the fundamental eigenfrequency). Therefore, for cavities of smooth shape this method could be blindly applied as a first order approximation during the phase of a cavity design/optimization, without using any internal nodes. When higher accuracy is required in the final design, in most cases it becomes necessary either to split the acoustic cavity or to use internal nodes. The degree of necessity of the aforementioned internal nodes essentially depends on the boundary conditions. In more details, entirely closed cavities of smooth shape do not generally require internal nodes apart from the case of the circular cavity. The more open a cavity is the more internal nodes it requires. It was mentioned that Lagrangian type elements is a subclass of the proposed Coons-patch macroelements. The numerical results of this work depict that conventional Lagrangian type elements are well applicable to acoustic enclosures of simple shape (rectangular, circular) and can successfully model the eigenvalue problem using mostly one such element. Due to their high-order character, the Lagrangian type elements are significantly more accurate than low-degree conventional 3-node and 4-node elements, of course with the same number of nodes along the boundary. Unfortunately, most commercial finite element codes do not include this type of elements excepting the low-degree 9-node element.
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(two boundary-only macroelements) ), and the conventional FEM models using uniform subdivisions and 4-node square elements. For the boundary-only formulation the CPM is based on cubic B-splines (model CPM-2), while it was implemented in conjunction with the piecewise-linear (CPM-1) formulation (related to the boundary) for both the domain decomposition into two macroelements and the further use of internal nodes.
Apart from the above-mentioned finding, the proposed 'Coons-Gordon macroelements' constitute an extension to the well-known conventional Lagrangian type elements, as they allow:
( Besides the abovementioned superiority of the proposed Coons-patch macroelements with respect to conventional finite elements in terms of accuracy, they should be preferred for two additional reasons. First, the mesh generation reduces to the boundary only (possible internal nodes are automatically produced). The latter advantage becomes more important in 3-D cavities in which only those geometrical quantities necessary to define the computer-aided design (CAD) model are required; for example, in a paralleloidal cavity only the twelve sides of the boundary need to be descritised [22] . Second, the aforementioned small number of nodes, primarily along the boundary, offers advantage of Coons-patch macroelements in the design (shape optimization) of cavities, as the vector of unknowns becomes small. Finally, the differences between the proposed CPM and the well known meshless elements or methods are discussed below.
The main idea in meshfree methods is to interpolate the acoustic pressure p(x) in terms of the surrounding nodes of a point x using a functional basis of polynomials as follows (24) where f i (x) is a monomial in the space coordinates, x T = [x,y] n is the number of nodes in the neighborhood of x, a i is the coefficient for f i (x) corresponding to a given point x. According to Liu and Gu [26] , f i (x) in Eq. ( 24) is built utilizing Pascal's triangle, so that the basis is complete.
Collocating Eq(24) at the n abovementioned nodes, we obtain a relationship between the nodal variables and the coefficients as follows (25) where ( boundary length of the acoustic cavities is closed, it is generally sufficient to discretize only their boundary and apply the boundary-only CPM formulation; in this way the mesh generation task is by-passed. More generally, when a great portion of the boundary is open (given acoustic pressure), the quality of calculated eigenvalues improves when internal nodes are introduced; it is however noted that the generation of the required internal nodes is an automatic task based on Coons interpolation. Moreover, in case of complex shaped cavities, it is suggested to subdivide the domain into a small number of large (preferably non-convex) macroelements.
The numerical experiments of this paper depict that ten subdivisions per side of the quadrilateral macroelement is perhaps an upper limit in terms of accuracy and computer resources. If this is taken as a guideline, then no numerical oscillations appear in the CPM-3 model (Lagrange polynomials of up to 10 th degree). In addition, this paper offers a unified formulation and proposes the combination of 2-D Coons' interpolation formula with also piecewise-linear and/or cubic B-splines interpolation along each of the edges of the quadrilateral under consideration; in relation to these two interpolations, the aforementioned practical restriction of not using more than about 10 subdivisions per side has been definitely overcome. Moreover, with respect to internal nodes, the proposed Coons-patch macroelements do not require that the boundary nodes define their position. Not only that, but internal nodes can cooperate with piecewise-linear and cubic B-splines interpolation along the boundary. Especially, the piecewise-linear interpolation along the boundary facilitates the coupling between dissimilar macroelements (that is not having exactly the same node as, for example, one may include the other). Furthermore, coupling with conventional triangular and bilinear finite elements is trivial. The proposed method is also applicable to three-dimensional cavities, in which the numerical model (CAE) deals with the geometrical entities being absolutely necessary to determine the CAD model of the acoustical cavity thus minimizing data transfer errors and reducing bookkeeping resources.
